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Abstract 
Due to the extended target gray color information is not rich, a series of features that target and 
background are overlaps make tracking point happen drift, we put forward correction extended target 
tracking method based on the mean shift histogram . Based on the pixel position and pixel value 
histogram mode as a target mode; Similarity adopts the distance defined by Bhattacharyya coefficient; By 
mean offset iterative matching area search; Adopt histogram matching factor amended. By establishing 
kalman prediction tracking strategy solving the target tracking problem when occluded. Experiments 
results show that, adopting the algorithm, tracking  drift from originally dozens of pixels volatility 
reduced to accidentally have 1 pixel dithering.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
Target and background in extended target image often exist the features that gray level overlap, 
colour information is not rich, target and background are similar etc. These make it barely possible to part 
extended target, therefore, traditional centroid tracking method based on target partion cannot accurately 
calculate the centroid, or income biggish drift, is hard to adapt to the actual application requirements. 
While the calculation of the relevant matching in relevant tracking method usually is larger, as the 
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extended target image with large area, causing many relevant tracking methods are hard to effectively 
used in real-time systems because of tracking data is too large.  Comaniciu Dorin and others proposed 
target color imaging tracking method [1], Making use of the histogram mode which built by the color 
distribution or  transformed color distribution of target color imaging as target mode, the similarity of  
candidate target and target adopt the distance defined by Bhattacharyya coefficient  [2] matching search 
process using Hostetler and Fukunaga put forward the mean shifts (since [3] the shift) algorithm. This 
method has the advantages of small amount of calculation and resistance to local occluded and get the 
ideal results in the experiments compared to kinds of image tracking. However, for gray imaging 
tracking, as image color information is not abundant enough, the color difference of target and 
background imaging is little, Using the hietogram mode built by color distribution will exist, cause local 
similarity and cause matching search convergence  the pseudo goal, that of tracking point happen jitter or 
drift, eventually lose all track targets. According to the above problems, this paper put forward the 
histogram matching correction method based on mean shift, and established kalman shade prediction 
tracking strategy of targets are shortly occluded. Tests show that the improved method can effectively 
improve stability and adaptability of the extended target real-time detection and tracking.  
2.  Algorithm description
The tracking algorithm based on histogram mode, mainly includes target mode definition, similarity 
measurement, mean shift and kalman prediction several parts.  
2.1. Target mode definition  
Target histogram model is based on each imaging gray level of the detection area containing targets 
corresponding probability density, grayscale probability density deriving adopts the parameter estimation 
techniques [4]. Assuming the target tracking points for y, detection area is rectangular of centered is y and 
window wide is h, area pixels position is defined as{xi}i=1…m , pixel position features like gray, texture, 
edge or wavelet filter response is defined as b(xi) �  b(xi)can �be a feature formed scalar, also can be 
some characteristics of vector. This paper only consider using grayscale characteristics, and its value for 
m value, namely quantitative function b:R2→{1…m} for xi pixel grayscale index mapping. Since the 
target may be influenced by the background and occluded, peripheral pixel is lower, the farther away 
from the center and the weights of pixels distribution is smaller, grayscale probability density is pixel 
position function 
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 Including C1 for normalization constant, but by condition  find out; k1(x)  for pixel position 
distribution function, the weights are defined as follows: 
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2.2. Similarity measure  
Do not break general,  the target center was marked as 0, the candidate for y, target mode by (1) type 
defined target pattern can determine a goal and the candidate goal respectively the histogram mode goal: 
Goal:                                     （3） { } muup L10 ˆˆ ==P
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Candidate goal:                                             （4）  ( ){ } muup L1ˆˆ == yPy
And the similarity between  and , the Bhattacharyya coefficient ρy [1] for  0Pˆ yPˆ
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2.3. Mean shift  
The mean shift algorithm is the optimal solution of a practical algorithm, with the characteristics of  
small amount of calculation and search quickly, Comaniciu Dorin etc used it effectively to the target 
segmentation [5] and target tracking in [1].  
The objective function using Bhattacharyya coefficient ρy , in the point of  (y0 is starting 
point of searching)for Taylor comparative literature 
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Comparative literature [1] of the corresponding window center iterative type for:  
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So in the convergence in every frame of the image iterative is tracking points.  
2.4. Histogram matching fixed  
Using the above algorithms will happen drift situations  in tracking process, even  the few pixels, if 
not amended. According to the characteristics of the mean shift, once error accumulation, finally will 
appear large scope drift. Therefore we put forward block histogram matching second correction algorithm 
to fix tracking results, control template updating situation.  
Put the image grayscale level as L,  is the k level of image, it is a gray level, define 
the graylevel histogram image for:  
[0, 1]k L∈ −
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Make histograms of target image and candidate target image respectively is 和 , the 
definition of  the histogram relevant  coefficient   
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η  is  used to the similarity of describe target image and candidate target image histograms, the greater of 
η  proof the  two images histogram is more similar and then the two images is more similar.  
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2.5. Kalman prediction  
When the extended target occluded, adopts kalman prediction tracking, the state equation for: 
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Among them, T for frame interval, Sx(n)、Sy(n) for extended target in n moment respectively the position 
in x axis and y axis (coordinate system for origin, image frames top-left corner to the right level for the y 
axis, vertical downward for the x axis), Vx (n), Vy (n) respectively for extended target in n moment 
respectively speed in x axis and in y axis direction, Vx (n), Vy (n) for the extended target speed random 
quantity with frame interval, for zero mean white noise.  
Its measurement equation for:  ( ) ( ) ( )
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Type of  λx(n)、λy(n) for output target position respectively the error amount.  
3.  Test results
64 x 480 for size for the image sequence, use (1) type definition histogram mode tracking algorithm 
(algorithm 1) and (10) type defined correction algorithm for detection and tracking test. Trials tracking 
detection window for h = (take 40,38), image gray-scale quantitative series for m = 16. Tracking system 
collection image for 25 frames per second, test (P4 2.5, 1G memory) per frame image processing average 
time respectively 1.35 ms and 40ms aerage 22.4 ms, were less than two tracking algorithm, it can all meet 
in real-time 
.  
(a-1)   (a-2)   (a-3) 
 
(b-1)    (b-2)                    (b-3) 
(a) Algorithm 1   (b) Algorithm 2   (1) Frame 5   (2) Frame 40   (3)Frame 70 
Fig.1 The tracking results by the two algorithms 
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a). Algorithm 1                   b). Algorithm 2                   c).Real trace 
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Fig.2 Trace of the tracking points 
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(a) algorithm 1                    (b)correction algorithm 
Figure 3. Two algorithm iterations 
Figure 1 is using the algorithm 1 and correction algorithm respectively require the plane on the 
runway of the taxiing to the takeoff sequence image tracking detection results, rectangular box is tracking 
regional, rectangular frame for tracking point. The chart shows, in sequences image, target location, 
attitude and the background changes are bigger, which caused in the process of tracking algorithm 1 get 
the track point  beat very violent, drift is extremely serious. And use algorithm 2 obtained tracking points 
better keep, realize the stable tracking. Figure 2a and figure 2.b respectively is the test two algorithm for 
testing image sequences getting target tracking trajectory, figure 2c point for target of real trajectories. 
Can see algorithm get tracking points exist biggish wobble, while the modified algorithm tracking points, 
can be more smooth, maintain more stable track. Figure 3 is respectively trajectory algorithm 1 and 
correction algorithm in dealing with the number of image iteration, the chart shows, most correction 
algorithm are under four times, even most in one or two can iteration to ideal position. Thus can explain 
the correction algorithm in tracking process is feasible and efficient. 
4. Conclusion
This paper studies a gray imaging extended target tracking algorithm. Due to the image of gray-scale 
imaging for color information is not abundant enough, and  characteristic difference of the target and 
background imaging is small, the conventional histogram mode in local similarity caused tracking some 
jitter and drift problem, by considering the target space domain information and characterization domain 
information, constructed improved histogram patterns based on pixel position and pixel grayscale value, 
combined with mean shift iterative and rapidly to realized tracking position to extended target, and set up 
effective kalman prediction tracking strategy. Experiments show that this algorithm in the circumstances 
of stance and background in large variation and goals are short-term occluded can still maintain the good 
tracking of initial aiming point, effectively improve the stability of gray imaging extended target tracking 
detection. The algorithm has the characteristics of small calculation, can meet the requirement of 
extended target tracking in real-time. 
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